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Background: Prostate cancer (PC) is one of the most common malignant tumors in developed
countries. Both PC and treatment for PC have an adverse impact on physical and mental wellbeing, and are associated with decreased quality of life. The aim of the present study was to
examine the relationship between neuropsychological symptoms and clinical course in PC
patients undergoing radical prostatectomy with or without adjunct therapy.
Methods: The cohort comprised 100 patients aged 50–77 years who underwent radical,
laparoscopic prostatectomy for PC. Twenty-three patients with a more advanced clinical
stage also received adjuvant therapy (radiotherapy and hormonotherapy). Clinical evaluation
included self-report assessment, physical examination, and biochemical tests (testosterone and
prostate-specific antigen). In addition, the presence and intensity of sexual dysfunction, urinary
dysfunction, anxiety-depressive symptoms, and cognitive dysfunction were assessed.
Results: The group of patients undergoing complex therapy was characterized by a significantly
worse result of deferred memory ( p=0.04). A significant correlation was found between postsurgery erectile function and scores for the visual working memory test (correct answers;
VWMT-C; p=0.006) and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale depression ( p=0.045) and
anxiety scores ( p=0.02). A trend toward significance was also observed for simple reaction
time (correct answers; p=0.09). A significant correlation was found between results for the
delayed verbal memory test and all physical symptoms (International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire-total, p=0.02; International Index of Erectile Function-5, p=0.006).
Similarly, a significant correlation was found between the VWMT-C and score for sexual
dysfunction ( p=0.003).
Conclusion: Patients undergoing both surgical and adjunct therapy for PC are at risk for
psychological burden and cognitive disorders. In the present cohort, physical complications of
therapy were associated with depression, anxiety, and delayed memory dysfunction. Furthermore, this study has proven that fewer complications after surgery are associated with better
psychological and cognitive functioning. Appropriate neuropsychological and psychiatric care
can improve compliance and quality of life among patients after prostatectomy.
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Prostate cancer (PC) is one of the most common malignancies in developed countries.
According to the American Cancer Society, among men in the US, PC is the most
frequently diagnosed malignant tumor and the second leading cause of cancer death
(after lung cancer).1 Both PC and treatment for PC have a negative impact on physical
and mental well-being, and are associated with decreased quality of life.2–7 PC is often
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diagnosed after presentation with disease-related physical
symptoms, and is frequently associated with anxiety concerning treatment and its possible consequences.8–10 Primary
therapy for PC remains surgical radical prostatectomy. Over
recent decades, numerous studies of PC have demonstrated
a significant association between treatment method and the
incidence of complications.11–13 All forms of surgical treatment are associated with periprocedural and deferred complications, which impact both the physical and psychological
aspects of quality of life.2,13
The most commonly reported postoperative physical symptoms are sexual dysfunction and difficulties with micturition.11,14
The most common postoperative psychological symptoms
are anxiety,15–17 chronic fatigue,18,19 and depression.15,16,20
Research has demonstrated an association between specific
psychological symptoms and the prevalence and severity
of sexual and urinary outcomes in the PC population.21
The most common forms of deterioration in sexual function in PC patients are erectile dysfunction (ED),22 difficulties
in experiencing orgasm,23 shortening and/or deformation of
the penis,24,25 fertility disorders,26 and reduced sex drive.20
These symptoms are associated with a reduced sense of masculinity and physical attractiveness.27–30 Research shows that
PC patients with treatment-related ED often blame themselves
for their postoperative sexual and relationship difficulties,
and for their inability to meet the sexual needs of their
partners.31 This is also the case for disorders of self-image
and self-confidence, which may also interfere with personal
relationships, in particular relationships with their partners.29,32
Research in PC patients has also demonstrated a significant deterioration in cognitive function. Several studies have
demonstrated that cognitive dysfunction in this population is
associated with hormonal disorders, including those arising as
a result of hormonal therapy.33–35 In older adults from the nonPC population, better scores for cognitive functioning have
been associated with sexual satisfaction and the frequency of
sexual intercourse.36,37 To our knowledge, no study to date has
investigated the relationship between sexual function and cognitive status in men undergoing radical prostatectomy for PC.
The aim of the present study was to examine the relationship between neuropsychological symptoms and clinical
course in PC patients undergoing radical prostatectomy with
or without adjunct therapy.

Participants and methods
Participants
The cohort comprised 100 Caucasian patients with PC, who
underwent laparoscopic radical prostatectomy and were
recruited between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018 from the
820
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urological outpatient department of the Jan Biziel University
Hospital No 2 in Bydgoszcz, Poland. The median age of
the participants was 66 years (range: 50–77 years). Patients
were evaluated once postoperatively, after an average of
27 months (minimum after 3 and a maximum of 102). A
medical history was obtained and, if indicated, tests were
performed to identify comorbid common diseases that have
an impact on cognitive function (diabetes, hypertension,
previous myocardial infarction, and stroke). Patients with
either a psychiatric disorder or addiction to illicit drugs or
alcohol were excluded, as categorized by the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition, as
were those with any neurological abnormality. The study
was approved by the Bioethical Commission of the Nicolaus
Copernicus University, Collegium Medicum in Bydgoszcz
(Approval No 476/2017). All participants provided written
informed consent prior to inclusion. All study procedures
were performed in accordance with the principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki. A control group, including 112 men
(aged 48–76 years and matched to age, p=0.44), with no significant somatic and mental diseases and in a stable clinical
condition for at least 6 months, was selected as a reference
for the results of Neurotest.

Clinical PC staging and biochemical
measures
Prior to surgery, clinical PC stage was assessed via measurement of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and magnetic
resonance imaging of the prostate. At follow-up, besides
complementary treatment, first (6 weeks post-surgery) and
the actual PSA results were analyzed. In the adjunct therapy
subgroup, biochemical failure was defined as a 6-week PSA
level of .0.2 ng/mL. Free testosterone was measured at
6-week postoperative follow-up using an electrochemiluminescence immumoassay technique. All testosterone blood
samples were drawn between 10:00 and 13:00 hours.
For the assessment of the local severity of PC (primary
tumor staging), TNM classification and new contemporary
PC grading system (GRADE Groups 1–5) were used.38,39

International Index of Erectile Function
(IIEF-5) questionnaire
The IIEF-5 self-report questionnaire is a simplified version of
the IIEF. Both questionnaires are characterized by high sensitivity and reliability in terms of the assessment of ED, irrespective
of underlying etiology. The IIEF-5 comprises five items. Four
concern the prevalence and severity of ED, and one concerns
satisfaction with sexual intercourse. Each item is scored
on a 1–5 scale. Lower total scores indicate more severe ED.
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2019:15
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Subjective assessment of erectile function

GoNoGo test

Patients were asked to rate erectile function before and after
surgery according to a scale of 1–5 (1, no erection possible;
5, no ED).

The GoNoGo test involves two reactions, symbolically
marked as “Go” and “NoGo”. In the “Go” reaction, the
participant is required to press the computer key when a
green square appears on the computer screen. In the “NoGo”
reaction, the participant is required not to react (not press the
key) when a blue square appears on the screen. The stimuli
(75 green and 25 blue squares) are presented in random
order. The GoNoGo test assesses response times under the
condition of the need to trigger cognitive control and cognitive inhibition. The number and percentage of incorrect and
correct “Go” and “NoGo” reactions and the response time
(ms) for correct “Go” reactions are examined. The primary
purpose of the GoNoGo test is to assess inhibitory control.

International Consultation on
Incontinence Questionnaire: Urinary
Incontinence (ICIQ-UI)
The ICIQ-UI is a short self-report questionnaire that is used
to assess the intensity of incontinence and its impact on quality of life in adults. The scale consists of four questions concerning the incidence of incontinence episodes, urine output
during episodes of incontinence, and the degree to which
incontinence interferes with daily functioning (frequency of
urinary incontinence, amount of leakage, overall impact of
urinary incontinence, self-diagnostic item). The respondent
indicates the severity of the symptoms according to a multilevel scale. The test result is the sum of the scores obtained,
where the minimum score is 0 and the maximum score is 21.
Higher scores indicate a greater impact on quality of life.

Psychological assessment
The presence and severity of anxiety and depressive symptoms were measured using the self-report Hospital Anxiety
and Depression Scale (HADS). The HADS is comprised
of two parts. These generate separate scores for anxiety
(HADS-A) and depression (HADS-D). Each part comprises
seven items. For each item, the respondent is asked to select
one of the four answers, which are ranked in terms of symptom severity. For each part, the score is calculated as the sum
of the responses to all seven items; the higher the score, the
greater the severity of the reported anxiety or depression.

Neurocognitive assessment
Neurocognitive evaluation was performed using the “Neurotest”
computer battery. This set of neuropsychological tests enables
comprehensive assessment of cognitive function. The four
individual tests are described in the following section.

Simple reaction time (SRT)
In the SRT task, the participant is asked to respond to a
stimulus presented on the computer screen. The participant
must press the computer key each time a green circle appears
on the screen. The participant is instructed to react as fast
as possible. The task is preceded by a trial version, in which
the stimulus is presented five times. The number of correct
responses and the average response time (ms) are measured.
The SRT task measures reaction time, general alertness, and
motor speed.
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2019:15

Verbal memory test (VMT) and delayed
verbal memory test (VMDT)
This test comprises five consecutive stages. The researcher
reads a list of ten words five times to the participant. After
each repetition, the participant is asked to recall the ten words
in any order. The group of words read in each of the five repetitions is constant and unchangeable. For each repetition, the
researcher records: the number of correctly repeated words,
the number of intrusions (words from outside the list), and
the number of perseverations (repetitions). After an interval
of 20 minutes, the participant is asked to repeat the words
from the original ten-item list, without having had them first
read aloud by the researcher. The test evaluates immediate
auditory memory (the number of words remembered), learning (improvement of results in subsequent repetitions), and
deferred memory (remembering repeated words).

Visual working memory test (VWMT)
At the beginning of the test, seven covered playing cards
are presented on the computer screen. The cards are then
sequentially uncovered and recovered (each card is exposed
for 2 seconds). The seven cards differ in terms of numbers
and figures, as in a standard deck of playing cards. The participant is required to memorize the card layout. After presenting all seven cards, one of the previously presented cards
is displayed at the top of the screen. The participant must
indicate the previous location of the displayed card. In this
way, all seven cards are displayed in sequence. The number
of correctly and incorrectly indicated locations is recorded.
This test assesses spatial memory.

Statistical analysis
Statistica 13.1 software was used for statistical analysis. In
the first step, the Shapiro–Wilk test was used to assess the
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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normality of the distribution of study variables. Since the
distribution was non-normal, nonparametric tests were used
in the subsequent analyses. The Mann–Whitney U-test was
used to calculate the statistical significance of inter-group
differences and Kruskall–Willis’s ANOVA for differences
between more than three groups. The R-Spearman test was
used to determine the significance of the correlations. To
facilitate inter-group comparisons, effect sizes were calculated using the Cohen’s d method. A p-value of ,0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Results
For the purposes of the present analyses, the cohort was
divided into two treatment subgroups: 1) patients undergoing
radical prostatectomy only (n=77) and 2) patients undergoing

radical prostatectomy and adjuvant treatment (n=23). In this
group, 15 patients underwent radiotherapy (radiotherapy was
started 6 weeks after the surgery and the adjunct therapy was
stopped 7 months after the procedure), two received only
hormonal treatment (androgen-deprivation therapy [ADT]),
and six patients underwent both forms of adjuvant treatment.
The demographic and clinical data of the two study subgroups
are shown in Table 1. No statistically significant inter-group
differences were found in terms of demographic parameters,
the presence of comorbidities, or physical activity. However,
postoperative ED was more prevalent in the adjuvant therapy
subgroup (percentage of patients with 1 point on IIEF-5 scale
in the study subgroups 40% vs 61%), while no significant
differences were found in the score of IIEF results in the
subgroups (Table 2). Similarly, no significant inter-group

Table 1 Demographic and clinical data of the two prostate cancer therapy subgroups
Parameter

Total
(n=100)

Prostatectomy
only (n=77)

Prostatectomy and
adjuvant treatment
(n=23)

Cohen’s d

p-value

Age (years)

66.0 (60.0–70.0)

66.0 (60.0–70.0)

65.0 (60.0–71.0)

0.16

0.95

BMI (kg/m2)

27.1 (25.1–29.7)

26.7 (24.7–29.4)

27.7 (25.7–31.5)

0.36

0.11

Diabetes (n, %)

13 (13%)

11 (14%)

2 (8.5%)

0.69

Hypertension (n, %)

56 (56%)

42 (54.5%)

14 (61%)

0.64

MI (n, %)

9 (9%)

6 (9.5%)

3 (13%)

0.71

Stroke (n, %)

7 (7%)

6 (9.5%)

1 (4%)

0.81

Basic (n, %)

5 (5%)

5 (6.5%)

0 (0%)

0.85

Vocational (n, %)

28 (28%)

19 (24.5%)

9 (39%)

Secondary (n, %)

34 (34%)

29 (37.5%)

5 (22%)

Higher (n, %)

33 (33%)

24 (31.5%)

9 (39%)

None (n, %)

34 (34%)

24 (31%)

10 (43.5%)

,1×/week (n, %)

31 (31%)

20 (26%)

11 (48%)

,3×/week

Education

Physical activity
0.34

35 (35%)

33 (43%)

2 (8.5%)

Nicotinism (n, %)

47 (47%)

37 (48%)

10 (43.5%)

0.74

Erectile dysfunction before
surgery (0/1) (n, %)

6 (6%)

2 (2.5%)

4 (14%)

0.96

Erectile dysfunction after
surgery (0/1) (n, %)

20 (20%)

2 (2.5%)

18 (78%)

0.022

Time from surgery (months)

19.0 (12.0–39.0)

19.0 (12.0–39.0)

17.0 (13.0–27.0)

0.15

0.67

Grade group

1.0 (1.0–2.0)

1.0 (1.0–2.0)

2.0 (1.0–4.0)

1.02

0.0002

TNM classification primary tumor staging
T2N0 (n, %)

1 (1%)

1 (15%)

0 (0%)

T2A (n, %)

13 (13%)

13 (16.5%)

0 (0%)

T2B (n, %)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

1 (4.5%)

T2C (n, %)

64 (64%)

61 (79%)

3 (13%)

T3A (n, %)

10 (10%)

0 (0%)

10 (43.5%)

T3B (n, %)

8 (8%)

1 (1.5%)

7 (30%)

T3C (n, %)

3 (3%)

1 (1.5%)

2 (9%)

0.01

Notes: Data are shown as the median (25th–75th quartile) or number (%). Inter-group differences were assessed using the Mann–Whitney U-test. Effect size was measured
using the Cohen’s d method. Significant p-values are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; MI, myocardial infarction; 0/1, presence or absence of erectile dysfunction.
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Table 2 Psychological, clinical, and biochemical parameters in prostate cancer therapy subgroups
Parameter (ref value)

Total (n=100)

Prostatectomy only
(n=77)

Prostatectomy and
adjuvant treatment
(n=23)

Cohen’s d

p-value

HADS-Anxiety

3.0 (1.0–7.0)

3.0 (1.0–6.0)

5.0 (3.0–9.0)

0.70

0.01

HADS-Depression

3.0 (1.0–6.0)

2.0 (1.0–4.0)

4.0 (2.0–8.0)

0.77

0.027

ICIQ-total

3.0 (0.0–8.0)

2.0 (0.0–7.0)

7.0 (0.0–13.0)

1.1

0.045

IIEF-5

0.0 (0.0–7.0)

0.0 (0.0–8.0)

0.0 (0.0–5.0)

0.61

0.31

PSA-1 (,4.1 ng/mL)

7.5 (5.4–10.6)

7.1 (5.2–9.3)

10.3 (6.4–17.0)

0.8

0.035

PSA-2 (,4.1 ng/mL)

0.003 (0.003–0.037)

0.003 (0.003–0.017)

0.008 (0.003–0.14)

0.09

0.045

Testosterone (1.23–8.92 ng/mL)

4.63 (3.15–6.26)

5.2 (3.49–6.4)

3.56 (2.47–4.5)

0.70

0.001

Notes: Data are shown as the median (25th–75th quartile). Inter-group differences were assessed using the Mann–Whitney U-test. Effect size was measured using the
Cohen’s d method. Significant p-values are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; ICIQ, International Consultation on Incontinence Modular Questionnaire; IIEF-5, International Index of
Erectile Function; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; Ref value, reference values.

differences were found for the results of the neurocognitive
test battery (Table 3). For the VMDT, the finding of better
results in patients from the radical prostatectomy only subgroup showed a trend toward significance. The analysis of
differences in cognitive test results between the test group
and the control group showed a number of significant differences to the detriment of patients with PC in the areas of
VMT, VWDT, GoNoGo, and VWMT, and no significant
differences in the SRT results were found (Figures 1–4).
Adjuvant treatment showed a significant association
with higher expressed depressive and anxiety symptoms

and worse urinary outcomes. Significant inter-group differences in biochemical results were also observed, with a
significantly lower testosterone level and significantly higher
PSA-1 and PSA-2 levels being observed in the adjuvant
therapy subgroup.
Tables 4 and 5 show the correlations between erectile
function before and after surgery and demographic, clinical,
biochemical, and neuropsychological data. Erection function
after the surgery correlated significantly with the number
of VWMT correct answers, and a trend toward statistical
significance was observed for SRT correct answers and

Table 3 Cognitive test results for the prostate cancer therapy subgroups
Parameter

Total
(n=100)

Prostatectomy only
(n=77)

Prostatectomy and
adjuvant treatment
(n=23)

Cohen’s d

p-value

SRT-C

25.0 (25.0–25.0)

25.0 (25.0–25.0)

25.0 (25.0–25.0)

0.005

0.92

SRT-RT (ms)

280.8 (234.3–319.1)

281.3 (234.6–316.9)

274.7 (233.3–343.9)

0.29

0.73

VM-1

5.0 (4.0–7.0)

5.0 (5.0–6.0)

5.0 (4.0–7.0)

1.52

0.60

VM-2

7.0 (6.0–8.0)

7.0 (6.0–8.0)

7.0 (6.0–8.0)

0.06

0.95

VM-3

7.0 (7.0–8.0)

7.0 (7.0–8.0)

8.0 (6.0–8.0)

0.07

0.83

VM-4

8.0 (7.0–10.0)

8.0 (6.0–10.0)

8.0 (7.0–10.0)

0.05

0.62

VM-5

8.0 (7.0–10.0)

8.0 (6.0–10.0)

8.0 (7.0–10.0)

0.05

0.64

VMDT

6.0 (5.0–7.0)

6.0 (5.0–7.0)

5.0 (4.0–7.0)

0.64

0.04

GoNoGo-C

74.0 (73.0–75.0)

74.0 (73.0–75.0)

74.0 (73.0–75.0)

0.10

0.90

GoNoGo-RT (ms)

365.8 (323.6–414.3)

366.2 (326.4–419.6)

363.1 (310.4–397.5)

0.25

0.39

GoNoGo IncGO

1.0 (0.0–2.0)

1.0 (0.0–2.0)

1.0 (0.0–2.0)

0.28

0.89

GoNoGo IncNoGo

5.0 (2.0–8.0)

4.0 (2.0–7.0)

6.0 (3.0–9.0)

0.07

0.16

VWMT-C

5.0 (3.0–6.5)

6.0 (3.0–7.0)

5.0 (3.0–6.0)

0.09

0.64

VWMT-CRT (ms)

3,150.0 (2,570.0–4,441.0)

3,219.0 (2,578.0–4,266.0)

2,828.0 (2,562.0–4,586.0)

0.28

0.76

VWMT-IRT (ms)

3,499.0 (0.0–4,742.0)

3,484.0 (0.0–4,516.0)

3,515.0 (0.0–6,625.0)

0.12

0.57

Notes: Data are shown as the median (25th–75th quartile) or number (%). Inter-group differences were assessed using the Mann–Whitney U-test. Effect size was measured
using the Cohen’s d method. Significant p-value is shown in bold.
Abbreviations: SRT-C, simple reaction time test (number of correct answers); SRT-RT, simple reaction time test (average reaction time); VM-1 to VM-5, verbal memory
(number of words remembered in each of the five attempts); VMDT, verbal delayed memory test (number of words remembered); GoNoGo-C, GoNoGo test (number
of correct answers); RT, reaction time; IncGo, number of incorrect Go answers; IncNoGo, incorrect NoGo answers; VWMT-C, visual working memory test (number of
correct answers); CRT, average response time for correct answers; IRT, average response time for incorrect answers.
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Simple reaction time test, study group vs control group
Number of correct answers
and reaction time

317.2

293.9

300.0
250.0
200.0
150.0
100.0
50.0

25.0

0.0

24.9

SRT-C (n) p=0.27

SRT-RT (ms) p=0.33
Study group

Control group

Figure 1 Simple reaction time test results in the study and control groups.
Abbreviations: SRT-C, simple reaction time test (number of correct answers); SRT-RT, simple reaction time test (average reaction time).

GoNoGo incorrect NoGo answers. A significant correlation
was also found between GoNoGo reaction time and erectile
function before surgery. Significant correlations were found
between scores for HADS-A and HADS-D and erectile function after surgery.
The GRADE correlation analysis carried out with the
results of cognitive tests and the analysis of differences in
the results of patients with various grade group stages did
not show any significant correlations.
The analysis of correlations between neurocognitive test
results and biochemical results revealed a significant correlation between worse VMDT results and a higher level of PSA
before surgery (r=-0.303, p=0.018).

The neurocognitive test results were then correlated with
the occurrence of the most common postoperative symptoms
(Table 6). A significant correlation was found between results
for the VMDT and both ICIQ-total and IIEF-5. Similarly, the
number of correct responses in the VWMT showed a significant correlation with the results of the IIEF-5. No significant
correlations were found for the remaining neurocognitive
tests. The severity of depressive and anxiety symptoms
showed a significant correlation with ICIQ.

Discussion
The present observational clinical study analyzed the demographic, clinical, biochemical, and neuropsychological
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Figure 2 VMT and VMDT results in the study and control groups.
Abbreviations: VMT, verbal memory test; VM-1 to VM-5, verbal memory (number of words remembered in each of the five attempts); VMDT, verbal delayed memory
test (number of words remembered).
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Figure 3 GoNoGo test results in the study and control groups.
Abbreviations: GoNoGo-C, GoNoGo test (number of correct answers); RT, reaction time; IncGo, number of incorrect Go answers; IncNoGo, incorrect NoGo answers.

characteristics of patients undergoing treatment for PC. The
results indicate that personal and clinical factors determined
psychological and cognitive outcomes. The main determinant
of cognitive outcome in the present cohort was therapy type, ie,
radical prostatectomy only versus radical prostatectomy with
chemical and/or hormonal adjuvant therapy. The form and
complexity of therapy was determined by the characteristics of
the disease, whereby a more advanced clinical stage required
the implementation of additional therapeutic methods.
Previous research shows that oncological therapy is associated with deterioration in cognitive functioning, particularly

in the period immediately following treatment.40 A previous
meta-analysis demonstrated visual and spatial cognitive
dysfunction in patients undergoing hormonal treatment for
PC, with no significant abnormalities being observed in other
investigated cognitive domains.41 In the present cohort, intergroup differences were found for VMDT only (Table 3). No
inter-group differences were found in terms of visual or spatial cognitive processes. However, similar results for deferred
memory function have been reported in PC patients treated
with radiotherapy, with no major deficits being detected in
terms of attention or executive function.42 Research in patients
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Figure 4 VWMT results in the study and control groups.
Abbreviations: VWMT-C, visual working memory test (number of correct answers); CRT, average response time for correct answers.
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Table 4 R-Spearman correlations between cognitive test results
and erectile function before and after surgery in all groups (n=100)
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Parameter

Erection
before
surgery

p-value

Erection
after
surgery

p-value

SRT-C

-0.018

0.85

-0.17

0.09

SRT-RT

-0.14

0.16

-0.16

0.11

VM-1

0.14

0.16

-0.12

0.23

VM-2

0.18

0.07

-0.15

0.13

VM-3

0.08

0.42

-0.05

0.62

VM-4

0.09

0.37

0.02

Parameter

ICIQ-total

p-value

IIEF-5

p-value

VM-1

-0.14

0.16

-0.04

0.69

VM-2

-0.10

0.32

-0.13

0.19

VM-3

0.02

0.84

0.07

0.48

VM-4

-0.05

0.62

0.11

0.27

VM-5

-0.04

0.69

0.12

0.23

VMDT-C

-0.23

0.02

0.35

0.006

0.84

VWMT-C

-0.16

0.11

0.29

0.003

0.16

0.11

0.02

0.84

VM-5

0.09

0.37

0.03

0.76

VWMT-CRT

VMDT-C

0.12

0.23

0.12

0.23

VWMT-IRT

0.02

0.84

0.17

0.09

GoNoGo-C

-0.04

0.69

0.09

0.37

HADS-Anxiety

0.23

0.02

-0.22

0.02

GoNoGo-RT

-0.21

0.03

0.03

0.76

HADS-Depression

0.38

0.00009

-0.13

0.19

GoNoGo
IncGO

0.04

0.69

-0.09

0.37

GoNoGo
IncNoGo

-0.05

0.62

-0.17

0.09

VWMT-C

-0.03

0.76

0.27

0.006

VWMT-CRT

0.05

0.62

0.03

0.76

VWMT-IRT

-0.05

0.62

-0.13

0.13

Note: Significant p-values are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: SRT-C, simple reaction time test (number of correct answers);
SRT-RT, simple reaction time test (average reaction time); VM-1 to VM-5, verbal
memory (number of words remembered in each of the five attempts); VMDT-C,
verbal delayed memory test correct answers (number of words remembered);
GoNoGo-C, GoNoGo test (number of correct answers); RT, reaction time; IncGo,
number of incorrect Go answers; IncNoGo, incorrect NoGo answers; VWMT-C,
visual working memory test (number of correct answers); CRT, average response
time for correct answers; IRT, average response time for incorrect answers.

Table 5 R-Spearman correlations between demographic, clinical,
psychological, and biochemical factors and erectile function
before and after surgery in all groups (n=100)
Parameter

Erection
before
surgery

p-value

Erection
after
surgery

p-value

Age (years)

-0.22

0.027

-0.23

0.02

BMI (kg/m )

-0.05

0.62

-0.29

0.003

Time from
–
surgery (months)

–

0.28

0.004

PSA pre-surgery
(ng/mL)

0.62

-0.11

0.27

PSA post-surgery -0.08
(ng/mL)

0.42

-0.21

0.03

PSA actual
(ng/mL)

–

–

-0.05

0.62

Testosterone
actual (ng/mL)

–

–

0.23

0.02

HADS-A

–

–

-0.23

0.02

HADS-D

–

–

-0.20

0.045

2

0.05

Note: Significant p-values are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; BMI, body mass
index; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.
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Note: Significant p-values are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; ICIQ, International
Consultation on Incontinence Modular Questionnaire; IIEF-5, International Index of
Erectile Function; VM-1 to VM-5, verbal memory correct answers (number of words
remembered in each of the five attempts); VMDT-C, verbal delayed memory test
correct answer (number of words remembered); VWMT-C, visual working memory
test (number of correct answers); CRT, average response time for correct answers;
IRT, average response time for incorrect answers.

with atrial fibrillation shows that delayed memory dysfunction is associated with a more advanced disease state.43
Further analyses showed that patients in the (more aggressive) adjunct therapy subgroup displayed more severe anxiety
and depressive symptoms (Table 2). These symptoms are
recognized risk factors for cognitive decline.44 However,
no significant association was found in the present cohort
between the severity of anxiety and depression and scores
in the neurocognitive test battery. Research suggests that the
occurrence of psychological disorders, in particular anxiety
and depression, secondary to oncological treatment for PC is
associated with poorer global functioning, and thus requires
appropriate treatment.17,45
Subsequent analyses in the present cohort concerned
the relationship between neuropsychological parameters
and biochemical parameters of PC. Analysis of individual
determinants of disease severity confirmed significant correlations between worse VMDT results and a higher level
of PSA before surgery (r=-0.303, p=0.018). The latter is
associated with a more advanced disease state. By contrast,
lower testosterone levels showed no association with worse
cognitive performance, more severe symptoms of anxiety
and depression, or subjective assessment of erection quality
(Table 5). Previous data on the relationship between cognitive
status and testosterone levels in older men undergoing treatment for PC are equivocal. Salminem et al found correlations
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between low testosterone levels and deterioration in psychomotor speed, slowed reaction time in some attention tests, and
impairments in delayed recall and letter recognition speed.46
Research suggests that the primary determinant of cognitive dysfunction in the context of PC treatment and reduced
testosterone levels is ADT.47,48 However, some studies have
found no effect of ADT on cognitive functioning.49 Other
reports suggest that the emergence of cognitive dysfunction
following ADT therapy for PC is attributable to other factors, for example, genetic susceptibility.50 In neuroimaging
studies, ADT has been found to reduce the amount of gray
matter in the anterior cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
and primary motor cortex. 51 However, a meta-analysis
conducted in 2016 concluded that no clear evidence is yet
available concerning either the mechanism or the nature of
postoperative cognitive dysfunction in patients undergoing
hormonal treatment for PC.52
Another important aspect of the present study was the
analysis of the physical consequences of treatment. For this
purpose, two issues were examined: 1) the impact of urinary
incontinence on quality of life and 2) subjective and objective evaluation of erection quality. These complications are
associated with a high psychological burden and a reduction
in quality of life. Analysis of erection quality, as assessed
subjectively on a scale of 1–5, revealed no inter-group differences. Available studies suggest that ED occurs in up to
89% of patients following treatment for PC.53 These results
correspond to those obtained in the present adjunct therapy
subgroup. These patients were also characterized by a significantly higher PSA level before and after surgery and a
significantly lower postoperative testosterone level compared
with patients undergoing surgical treatment only (Table 2).
Analysis of correlations between the cognitive tests, the
HADS, and the ICIQ-total indicated a significant correlation
between the results for delayed memory and ICIQ scores
(Table 6). A significant association was found between worse
ICIQ parameters and more severe anxiety and depressive
symptoms. Urinary continence is an important aspect of
quality of life in this population. Research has shown that
around 40% of patients rate their quality of life as significantly decreased following treatment for PC, and that this
is impacted by therapy type. However, a study of patients
from Nordic countries suggests that the highest percentage of
dissatisfaction with quality of life is found among untreated
PC patients.54
The present results indicate the value of both deferred
memory parameters in combination with disease stage and
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the relevance of psychological symptoms, for predicting
clinical course following treatment for PC.

Limitations
The results and conclusions of this study are mainly limited
by a small group of respondents. In addition, single assessment of patients at different times after surgery makes
drawing unambiguous conclusions difficult.

Conclusion
Patients undergoing both surgical and adjunct therapy for
PC are at risk of cognitive dysfunction and symptoms of
anxiety and depression. The present data suggest that the
clinical course of postoperative psychological disorder is
determined by clinical disease stage and treatment method.
Physical complications of treatment are associated with a
decrease in quality of life and delayed memory dysfunction.
Furthermore, this study has proven that fewer complications
after surgery are associated with better psychological and
cognitive functioning. Appropriate neuropsychological and
psychiatric care can improve compliance and quality of life
among patients after prostatectomy. In addition, adequate
care and treatment for ED and urinary incontinence may
translate into clinical improvement.
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